SENIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Job Responsibilities


The Senior Electrical Engineer performs technical planning, electrical systems design,
electrical systems interface definition, electrical system integration, and system
verification and validation test support, cost and risk analyses, and supportability and
effectiveness analyses for total systems.



Performs electrical loads testing and analysis, circuit design and test, designs power
protection and safety interlock features, trade studies, electrical system requirements
allocation and electrical interface definition studies to translate customer requirements
into electrical hardware and software specifications.



Works with existing aircraft AC and DC power sources and converts into useful power for
programs by the most efficient and safe means.



Knowledgeable in the areas of aircraft modification and integration.



Supports program proposals with cost and schedule estimates



Leads programs in electrical systems design and testing including electrical systems
design, aircraft platform power distribution to systems, circuit protection, and safety
interlocks during design phase.



Interfaces with customers, program personnel including management, integration and
test, and system design engineers, and systems architects.



Previous experience following an avionic system from conceptual design, manufacturing,
development, integration, and test, through production



Position requires the desire and ability to work in a fast paced, fluid environment and adapt
to frequently changing needs of programs and customers on a weekly or sometimes daily
basis.



Must be familiar with CAD, ability to create wiring diagrams, cable drawings, system
interconnect and schematics.



Experience in FAA and DoD alterations to aircraft systems

Knowledge and Experience


Self-starter, highly motivated, exceptional work ethic



Superior attention to detail, focused, quick learner



Exceptional character and integrity



Proactive problem solver



Leadership attributes a must



Enjoys challenges, a fast-paced environment, creating technical drawings and models, and
working on a diverse problem set



Knowledge of aircraft systems primarily aircraft avionics, electrical power,
communications, military systems.



Knowledge/familiarity with MIL-SPECS and FAA requirements - MIL-STD-704/461, SAE
AS50881, and 14 CFR Parts 23, 25, 27, and 29



Ability to obtain and maintain a SECRET clearance

Security Clearance Requirement


Subject to a security investigation and may need to meet eligibility requirements for access
to classified information and a SECRET, TS, or TS/SCI clearance may be required as well.

Education


Bachelor’s degree in Electrical or Systems Engineering from an accredited college, or
equivalent experience/combined education



Four to ten (4-10) years of professional experience in aircraft electrical engineering with a
B.S. degree. Three to seven (3-7) years with M.S. degree.

Benefits include:


401(k) Safe Harbor Savings Plan



Medical, Dental, and Vision Insurance Plans



Short and Long Term and Disability



Vacation and Sick Leave Packages



12 Paid Holidays each year



9/80 Work Schedule

The assigned personnel are responsible for the listed duties and responsibilities plus any other direction
and responsibilities assigned by the Managing Members.
Fulcrum Concepts, LLC is a service disabled, veteran-owned, small business that provides innovative services and
products to solve requirements for its customers. Fulcrum Concepts, LLC specializes in solutions for tactical
aviation organizations and is structured to provide comprehensive solutions that begin with an initial
requirement and end with fielded products. At Fulcrum Concepts, the unique combination of operational

experience and a robust aerospace engineering capability enable the company to provide elegant, lightweight,
enduring solutions for its customers.
Fulcrum Concepts, LLC provides equal employment opportunities (EEO) to all employees and applicants for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, or genetics. In addition to
federal law requirements, Fulcrum Concepts, LLC complies with applicable state and local laws governing
nondiscrimination in employment. This policy applies to all terms and conditions of employment, including
recruiting, hiring, placement, promotion, termination, layoff, recall, transfer, leaves of absence, compensation,
and training.

